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State Standards for Speaking and Listening 

Please Rate Your Ability:  Scale of 1-4

When Delivering a Speech:
 Integrate multiple sources of information in diverse formats.
 Use digital media to enhance the presentation
 Adapt speech to a variety of contexts
 Demonstrate a command of formal English

When Listening to a Speech
 Evaluate speakers POV, reasoning, and use of evidence and 

rhetoric.
 Evaluate their stance, premise, links among ideas, points of 

emphasis, and tone used.



Introductory Writing Prompt

 Please take out a piece of paper and a pen or pencil.  Write 
your name, date, and the title at the top of the paper.

“Presenting To An Audience”

 Writing Prompt:  “Think about all of the speeches and 
speakers you have seen or heard.  Then, make a list of all the 
skills or attributes that make a good speech or presentation.  
Lastly, what is the best speech you have ever seen or heard
and why?  Please explain your answer using specific 
examples.”

 When finished, draw a line under your response.  We will 
discuss answers as a class and take notes.



1:  Organization and Delivery

 Choose a logical pattern of organization—
chronological, topical, cause and effect, etc.

 Have an introduction, body, and conclusion.

 Attention getter?  (quotes, anecdotes, statistics, questions, 
etc.)

 Introduction provides your Purpose, Thesis, or 
Stance.

Relevant Information to support your 
topic/stance in the body of your presentation.



2.  Get Your Point Across!!

 Clear thesis statement or purpose.

What is your topic and why is it important?

 Use relevant evidence to support your thesis / 

purpose / topic.

Have a point and back it up.

Primary documents and sources, expert 

opinions, personal experience, statistics, 

anecdotes.



3.  Use To Help Keep You On Track

 Use props, visual aids, graphs, and 

electronic media to enhance appeal and 

accuracy.

 Produce concise notes for your delivery

Note cards or printed outline.  Do not 

read from the power point or poster.



4.  Audience Contact

 The speaker connects with audience through:

Direct eye contact

Gestures

Humor

Warmth

Relevance of the topic to the audience

Create and feed the interest and attention of the 
audience!



5.  Vocal Expression and Quality

 Project voice

 Enunciate clearly

 Varies tone and volume appropriately

 Use voice expressively while always being 

clear

 Comfortable pace and rate of speech.



6.  Intangibles

Three Ps:
When Presenting, always be Prepared

and Professional!

Eloquence

Personality

Demeanor of the speaker

Appearance

Power and Intensity



Conclusion of the Activity

 Please show your work to your instructor for credit.  

This includes your writing prompt, class notes on the 

prompt, and your notes on the six attributes to help us 

when presenting.

 Remember:  When you present, you should have note 

cards or some kind aid to help keep you organized and 

on track.


